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Recap of issues with SoNA previously identified
SoNA is used to set UK aviation policy and therefore needs to be a robust study and correctly
analysed but the following issues have been identified;
• Major sampling issues;
- did not plan <51dB LAeq,
- clustering ‘choices’ did not cover key routes with high annoyance levels such as the Easterly
Detling route
- compared to other SoNA surveys had high levels of social housing and flats
- was surveyed in less annoying winter period but compared to summer noise modelling
- surveyed those habituated to noise and avoided those experiencing increased noise from
2014 trials
• Subsequent choice of LOAEL (Lowest Observable Adverse Effect Level) based purely on LAeq
with no apparent appreciation of numbers of highly annoyed people impacted below this
level which would be ~50% of those highly annoyed
• Approach to identify most appropriate metrics to describe annoyance flawed (and
seemingly more influenced to maintain existing policy from comments on draft reports)
• Was a static survey, ignoring potentially 6-9dB LAeq of airspace change impacts
A response from Heathrow was received on Monday – we will study if any satisfactory
answers have been provided or whether substantial differences of data interpretation remain
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Further SoNA Data Analysis
The full SoNA data set was recently identified from FoI requests
This is a 6MB data set with ~2000 lines each with the multiple survey
questions responses, noise metrics and area/post code detail

Noise annoyance ‘% Highly Annoyed (HA)’ has been analysed for ‘local
areas’ around Heathrow
Analysis shows;
• An averaging approach too simplistic – there are wide variations
between areas
• Annoyance from Departures cannot be described by simple LAeq metrics,
at Heathrow people are more annoyed during easterly take offs, single
mode metrics are likely to be more representative
• As different communities have different responses to noise annoyance –
a ‘local’ approach should consider local area characteristics
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New Heathrow local Analysis (1) 54-57dB LAeq Noise band
54-57dB band – average 14% HA

Slough
0% (45)

Hounslow
6% (9)
0% (6)

10% (49)

6% (25)

14% (66)
16% (85)

4% (5)

28% (72)

Richmond
17% (23)

Suggests certain areas e.g. Slough (0% HA) and
Hounslow (10% HA), bring down average
with ~ 100 responses whereas Richmond (28% HA)
shows much higher annoyance levels

Key: %HA (numbers in borough in 54-57dB noise contour)
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New Heathrow local Analysis (2) 51-54dB LAeq Noise band
51-54dB band – average 5% HA

3% (22)

Possible higher annoyance
with large numbers of flights
– or other factors?
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High annoyance and low numbers
to the north. Lower annoyance
in 2-3 clusters to the south

No one interviewed under Detling route
Close in departures – much more
annoying than far out.
Most likely linked to LAMax being higher closer in
Conclusion – averaging LAeq does not work
Easterly Departures over London should be given
higher impact weighting

Key: %HA (numbers in borough in 51-54dB noise contour)
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3% (94)

Impact of different Areas on Heathrow results?

Hounslow & Slough
vs All Other Areas

• Is it reasonable that Slough and Hounslow with 400 responses - 25-30% of
total SoNA weighted responses - have a potentially disproportionate weight
on the UK’s aviation metrics?
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Different area impacts if Heathrow Expansion were to go ahead?

Base graphic
from
Heathrow
consultation
materials
assumes
significant
improvements
in fleet mix
and unclear
flight path
usage

Some areas like Slough & Hounslow
might benefit (in LAeq terms,
although unlikely in N>65 events)

But areas which are more noise sensitive
will be affected the worst

Key:
Blue line 51dB LAeq
contour
(note ~50% of
people
‘Highly Annoyed’ live
outside of this
contour today and
assumes annoyance
does not increase
with time – our view
annoyance area is
much bigger)
Green lower LAeq
Brown more LAeq
vs base case

• Simplistic averaging approach to noise annoyance is not appropriate
around Heathrow and London – areas show high divergence and local
characteristics
• SoNA is not a local study it is an average of areas with a bias to those
habituated to noise
• Heathrow are proposing to increase Noise in areas where SoNA shows
the greatest noise sensitivity
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PBN – update, January 2020
What Heathrow said in 2016 about PBN;
• The social impact of PBN
trials in the UK has been
enormous
• No environmental
assessment of noise
impacts has been
undertaken
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The local evidence applicable to Heathrow

• Heathrow’s PBN trails led to mass protest and
opposition
• This led to the early abandonment of the trials
• Communities were in uproar well below the
DfT’s 51 dB LAeq LOAEL level
• Change in the noise environment had a massive
effect
• Average noise metrics were not able to explain
the level of reaction
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There are no successful precedents over densely
populated areas such as Heathrow anywhere in the world
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Recent developments in US – 27 August 2019

US Government Office of Inspector General
published its report on NextGen (PBN)
Key findings;
• After 10 years only 7 out of the 12
Metroplex area programs have been
completed
• Delays are largely due increased community
concerns about aircraft noise

• The financial benefits are less than half the
FAA estimated
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Now US Senators and Congressmen are getting involved
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This is what they are saying;
• Heavy air traffic produces constant noise and particulate matter that has yet to
be deemed safe by the FAA or any other government agency
• Noise created by the frequency of flight - beginning before 6.00am and
continuing every few minutes until midnight or later - has had a devastating
impact on residents’ quality of life
• The NextGen program has failed to meet the bare minimum standards for
success
• The burden of noise, health risks and declining property values falls on the
backs of hard-working Americans
• New flight paths are required to significantly disperse air traffic and raise
aircraft altitudes
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Key conclusions for Heathrow
• US (and other) experience proves concentrated PBN is unacceptable
over residential areas
• Heathrow is situated in one of the most densely populated areas
around an airport in the world
• The airport has insufficient air space to make PBN acceptable
through respite - there is complete absence of proof that effective
respite can be achieved
• It would be negligent to ignore irrefutable international (and local)
experience and introduce concentrated PBN flight paths around an
expanded Heathrow
• Hardly any UK politicians are aware of the issues raised in this
presentation - mainly because they have not been told about them
• Who will be held accountable for imposing unacceptable living
conditions on millions – DfT, CAA, NATS or Heathrow?
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